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Consigned by Kenny Chupp, Tuscola, IL, Agent for Catch 22 Stable

KATIE GIRL
(Indiana Sired)

BAY FILLY; Foaled May 18, 2018; Brand 6S373

Panther Hanover p,3,1:47.2........................................... Western Ideal 1:1:48
Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3 ......... Rich N Elegant p,3,1:56.4
Panned Out p,3,T1:51.1 .............................................. Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2
Vocalist p,3,1:58.1 ................................................. Deneen's Delight
Lilly Filly p,3,1:56 .................................................... Natross p,3,1:49.1
Park Place p,3,1:51 .................................................. Margie's Melody p,4,1:55.4

By PANTHR HANOVER p,2,1:52.1; 3,1:47.2 ($365,952) by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3 At 3, winner New Jersey Classic Final at The Meadows, Simcoe S. at Mohawk; second in Breeders Crown (elim.) at Woodbine, NJ Classic (elim.) at The Meadows. From only 8 foals older than 2, sire of 2 PANS ON FIRE p,4,1:57f, JOHNNYS FIRE CRACKER p,3,1:57.4h, etc. 2019 two-year-olds include PASSIONATE TIGRESS (M) p,2,1:57.3, PANTHERS PINOT p,2,1:58.3 and PANTHER TIME p,2,00.3h.

1st Dam
LILLY FILLY p,2,2:00; 3,1:56; Bt 3,1:55.2 ($13,674) by Park Place p,3,1:51. 5 wins. At 2, winner ISOSA Fall Review at Springfield; second at Balmoral/Myoway Series at Balmoral; third in ISOSA Spring Preview and MMWRA S. at Rushville and Greenup. At 3, third in ISOSA Spring Preview at Springfield; race timed 1:55.2 and 1:55.3. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old, 3 winners. Dam of:

- EDDIE EDDIE EDDIE p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:51.3f; BT 4,1:51.4f (g, Corner Blitz) ($84,959), 10 wins. At 2, second in ICF-5 at Balmoral; race timed 1:54.2. At 5, race timed 1:51.4f. Racing and a winner in 19.
- JIMMY JAMMY p,3,1:56.2f; 3,1:54.3f; BT 4,1:53.1f-19 (g, Corner Blitz) ($44,712), 4 wins. At 2, race timed 1:54.2; 3, winner and a multiple winner in 19; race timed 1:53.1f.
- ANNNIE GIRL p,3,1:58.4f (m, Corner Blitz) ($7,931).
- Grace Ann (m, Corner Blitz) ($17,594), At 2, second in Incredible Tille (leg); third in leg and in Violet S.; race timed 1:55.3 (twice). Now 3, racing and second in IDOA Spring Preview at Springfield.

2nd Dam
VOCALIST p,3,1:59.1f ($2,010) by Niatross p,3,T1:49.1. Dam of 9 of racing age, all raced, 8 winners, Dam of:

- AAHVOROTTI p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:51.4 (h, No Nukes) ($226,672), 17 wins. At 2, 12 (5-2-1); winner of NUSB at The Meadows; second in Goshen Cup and NUSB (1in 1:55.3h); third in NUSB; race timed in 1:54-4 of 14 races times. At 3, winner NUSB and an Open at The Meadows; second in 2 NUSB at The Meadows; third in 2 Opens at The Meadows and an Open at Yonkers; fourth in $308,083 Art Rooney; race timed 1:51.
- HUNTER HLIGHTY p,2,1:56.4f; 1:56.9 (g, Island Fantasy) ($111,372), 19 wins. At 2, winner OSS Gold at Kawartha Downs; second in Battle of Waterloo at Gouverneur; third in OSS Gold (elim.) at Flamborough. At 2, race timed 1:55.1. At 3, second in OSS at Windsor and race timed 1:55.1.
- VOODOO BEACH p,2,1:56.1h; 3,1:52.4 (g, Beach Towel) ($97,672), 22 wins. At 2, winner NUSB at Freehold; second in NUSB, race timed 1:53.1. At 3, race timed 1:51.3. At 4, third in leg Sagamore Hill Series.
- LITTLE PEDRO p,2,1:53.4 (g, Park Place) ($892,544), 5 wins. At 2, 2, 3-3, Illinois' fastest 2-year-old and winner Sarah Meyers S., ISOSA Sale S. and Jimmy Sunshine S.; second in Bingo Johnnie S. and Orange Blue S. (elim.), all at Balmoral Park.
- LITTLE PAULA p,2,1:53.2; 4,1:51.2 (f, Park Place) ($80,412), 11 wins.
- CC'S OMYES p,2,2:01; 3,2:01h; 1:55.4f (m, Artiscape) ($61,856), 8 wins. At 2, race timed 1:58.
- PAHVAROTTO p,2,1:59f (h, Armbro Operative) ($5,296), 2 wins.
- Jessica Dragonette p,3,201.4h (m, Dragon's Lair) ($8,925), At 3, second in leg of Dollar Series; race timed 1:56.3.
- Dam of SAVING LIVES p,3,1:52.4 ($101,439), ALL AMERICAN JESSIE p,4,1:57.1f.
- Park Angel p,3,202.3; 4,020.0h (h, Park Place) ($4,618), 1 win. At 3, race timed 1:57.2.

3rd Dam
MARGIES MELODY p,4,T1:55.4 ($94,303) by Bret Hanover p,4,T1:53.3. 12 wins. At 2, winner ITPHA S. At 3, winner KYSS. Dam of 9 foals, 7 winners, including:

- NIHLATOR p,2,1:52; 3,1:49.3 (h, Niatross) ($3,225,653 at 2 and 3). 35 wins. World Champion at 2 and 3. At 2, winner of 12 starts; earnings of $1,361,367. voted Racing Colt of the Year. winner Woodrow Wilson. Breeders Crown (elim.), Goshen Cup, Potomac S., Int'l Stallion S., etc.; third in Breeders Crown. At 3, winner 23 of 25 starts; voted Horse of the Year; earnings of $1,864,264; winner Meadlows Paq, Little Brown Jug, Breeders Crown, Dancer Memorial, Walt Whitman, Tarpan, Adios, Jersey Cup, Bluegrass, Trotta, etc.; second in Purgm P. VEEZA p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:52.4; 4,1:51.2 (h, Western Hanover) ($49,478), 4 wins. At 2, race timed 1:54.3. At 3, 11 (6-1-1) and winner Red Mile LC; second in Red Mile LC. At 4, race timed 1:50.3.
- BRUCES OTHER LADY p,2,1:57.3 (m, No Nukes) ($24,614), 3 wins. At 2, winner/second in NUSB; third in Debutante S. Dam of KID COOL p,1:54.3h ($348,242). PAPER NICKELS p,4,1:53.2 ($75,455), SIGN OF THE DAY p,3,1:53.4f ($86,081), SAMAHNAS CONCERTO p,4,1:56.4; LOOSETRIPPSINKSHIP p,3,1:57.4 ($14,330), N A N V PAPER p,4,1:58.4f, KATHY KAV p,4,1:53.2, BAYSIDE BEAUTY p,3,1:50h, BRUCE KAV p,3,1:53.5f, etc.
- WHAT A TUNE p,2,1:57.3 (m, Niatross) ($19,726), 2 wins. Dam of MIXING MELODIES p,3,1:53.4 ($101,439), BACH N ROLL p,4,1:54.3 ($79,755), LIVE AND LET DIE p,4,1:55.4 DRAGONS SWORD p,2,1:53.8, LAUGHING HENNE p,3,1:59.9, SILHOUETTE p,3,1:52.4, CITY BEAT p,4,1:54.4, WHAT A BEAUTY p,2,1:55.2, etc.
- MARGIES SONG p,2,1:59; 3,1:55.6 (m, Albatross) ($8,152), 3 wins. Dam of SOLE MUSIC p,4,1:59 and CARDS N MUSIC p,3,1:56.3f.
- Naked Eyes p,2,1:20.1 (m, Oil Burner). Dam of ARPAIRE p,1,53 ($907,152), FRITZIE SHYANN p,2,1:57.4, CANADIANE SAIN p,4,1:52 ($140,568), etc. Granddam of NVINCOL ARTIST p,1,50.1 ($41,175).
- Maggie's Bear p,3,1:52.9 (m, Die Laughing). Dam of ALLAMERICAN MACRO p,3,1:54.2 ($84,954), JUICY RUSLER p,1,53-0g ($104,324), etc.
- Matt's Be The Day (m, Matt's Scooter). Dam of WARRAWEE FLASH p,1,52.2 ($236,748), MAKE MY DAY p,4,1:49.3 ($270,463), I WILL SURVIVE p,2,1:58.3, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires - Indiana Sired LC